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Crossword 16
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Across

1.Stainnce, for example. (8)

5.It is current for the buyer beware for the saints 
to get in (6)

10.Marks a couple of bob on side of the driver (5)

11.'E the chemist may worked here or ate it to 
make it clearer (9)

12.I've credit for the pronouncement (9)

13.After a noisy smell up there (5)

14.The second yet the first one of them (6)

15.The result of burying the C, as it sounds (4-3)

18.A way to cure the mental one. (7)

20.The material of the firm follows the non-
drinker on the end (6)

22.You sound like you are in love yet confused 
with botany (5)

24.The blue inlet sort of means being spirited (9)

25.It's to enter in the curly gut (9)

26.So cop on and dig it up around there (5)

27.Nor belong to my family yet I am proud (6)

28.The police and the rebel are worthy of a tumble 
(8)

Down

1.The start of 1 across on the edge is in (6)

2.One of the flight of many is not to bad (9)

3.Relate the angle of achievement (9,6)

4.I scheme about her undergarment (7)

6.x implanted, perhaps? (5-10)

7.See and remove about the artist (5)

8.Particles make this colour array without a 
single one (8)

9.Smoke part or just the least end of it (3,3)

16.Bigger than a fume may explode with this (5,4)

17.The pig meant it to be for it to be voiced in the 
carrot, perhaps (8)

19.No my clear vision is one of the same (6)

20.Have a course or more for the dog, by the sound 
of it (7)

21.On the grassy plain Stephen is very silent with 
'e to follow (6)

23.Extreme to precede violet (5)


